
 

Joint Non-Attendance Policy 
of the Law, Mooting & Bar Societies of King’s College London 

Events 
1. This Policy applies to non-attendance at all events where registration is required. This includes              

signing up to watch the final round of a moot. 
2. Students who have signed up for an event will not be penalised for non-attendance if they                

notify the event organiser at least 48 hours in advance.  
a. Students should notify the event organiser by e-mail to the designated email address,             

or, if they registered via a designated online platform, deregister from the event using              
the designated online platform. In any event, it is the student’s obligation to ensure              
that the event organiser is aware of their non-attendance. 

3. Students who do not attend an event without notifying the event organiser at least 48 hours in                 
advance will be placed on a joint blacklist, and will be afforded lowest priority for capped                
events by all three Societies, regardless of their membership status. 

4. Students who do not attend an event without notifying the event organiser at least 48 hours in                 
advance for the second time will be banned from all three Societies’ events for the remainder                
of the academic year, regardless of their membership status. 

5. The provisions of paragraph 2 and 3 do not apply where a student notifies the event organiser                 
less than 48 hours in advance, providing a valid reason. A valid reason is made out in                 
unforeseen personal circumstances beyond the student’s control. 

a. Most commonly, a valid reason will be made out in the case of an unforeseen serious                
illness verified by a doctor’s note. 

b. It is in the event organiser’s absolute discretion to determine whether or not the              
non-attending student has provided a valid reason for non-attendance. 

c. The event organiser must, in reaching their conclusion, take into account especially 
i. The nature of the student’s circumstances. 

ii. Whether the student notified the event organiser as soon as reasonably           
practicable. 

iii. Whether the unforeseen nature of the circumstances meant that the student           
could not be reasonably expected to have notified the event organiser more            
than 48 hours in advance. 

iv. Whether the student has been able to find another student to take his or her               
place. 
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Moots 
1. Students who have signed up for a moot will not be penalised for non-attendance if they notify                 

the moot organiser within 24 hours of being informed of the time and date of the moot. 
a. Students should notify the moot organiser by e-mail to the designated email address. It              

is the student’s obligation to ensure that the moot organiser is aware of their              
non-attendance.  

2. For all moots except practice moots, students who do not attend a moot without notifying the                
moot organiser within 24 hours of being informed of the time and date of the moot will be                  
banned from all three Societies’ moots for the remainder of the academic year, regardless of               
their membership status. 

3. For practice moots, students who do not attend a moot without notifying the moot organiser               
within 24 hours of being informed of the time and date of the moot will be placed on a joint                    
blacklist, and will be afforded lowest priority for moots organised by all three Societies,              
regardless of their membership status. Students who do so for the second time will be banned                
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2. 

4. The provisions of paragraph 2 and 3 do not apply where a student notifies the moot organiser                 
later than 24 hours after being informed of the time and date of the moot, but provides a valid                   
reason. A valid reason is made out in unforeseen personal circumstances beyond the student’s              
control. 

a. Most commonly, a valid reason will be made out in the case of an unforeseen serious                
illness verified by a doctor’s note. 

b. It is in the moot organiser’s absolute discretion to determine whether or not the              
non-attending student has provided a valid reason for non-attendance. 

c. The moot organiser must, in reaching their conclusion, take into account especially 
i. The nature of the student’s circumstances. 

ii. Whether the student notified the mooting officer as soon as reasonably           
practicable. 

iii. Whether the unforeseen nature of the circumstances meant that the student           
could not be reasonably expected to have notified the moot organiser within            
24 hours of being informed of the time and date of the moot 

iv. Whether the student has shown due respect and consideration to his or her             
fellow mooters by finding another student to take their place, with the            
intention of minimising any inconvenience caused to his or her fellow moot            
participants and the moot organiser. 

5. Students should note that spaces for moots are in high demand and the Societies reserve the                
right to reallocate the vacant space at their own discretion. 
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